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	Asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are

	amongst the two commonest chronic conditions in the

	world today and both are predicted to increase. Because of

	their high prevalence and chronicity, these diseases impose

	an enormous and growing economic and social burden.

	Enormous strides have been made in our understanding of

	the basic mechanisms of asthma, with a much better appreciation

	of the inflammatory mechanisms involved and how

	this underlies the clinical features of the disease. This is one

	of the reasons why the management of asthma has improved

	enormously. Currently available medications are highly

	effective in most asthmatic patients, although there remain a

	small group of patients who are still not adequately controlled

	on existing treatments. But although asthma medications

	are very effective, many patients with asthma continue

	to have problems and asthma is still a common cause of hospital

	admission and time lost from work. There is therefore

	a need for further research in asthma and for the development

	of new and even more effective therapies.

	Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), which encompasses both chronic bronchitis and emphysema, is one of the most common respiratory conditions of adults in the developed world. Asthma and COPD: Basic Mechanisms and Clinical Management provides a unique, authoritative comparison of asthma and COPD. Written and edited by the world's leading experts, it is a comprehensive review of the most recent understanding of the basic mechanisms of both conditions, specifically comparing their etiology, pathogenesis, and treatments.

	

	* Highlights distinguishing features between asthma and COPD

	* Reviews benefits and limitations of current therapies

	* Summarises key information in two-colour artwork

	* Extensively referenced to primary literature
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SAS Guide to Report Writing: ExamplesSAS Institute, 2005
Sue Hakomaki  Academic & Distributed Computing Services Office of Information Technology University of Minnesota
 I found this book very user-friendly with simple examples to more detailed examples. Each featured option is explained clearly. 

       Jump-start your report-writing skills! Report writing has never...
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Linux Cluster Architecture (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2002
Cluster computers provide a low-cost alternative to multiprocessor systems for many applications. Building a cluster computer is within the reach of any computer user with solid C programming skills and a knowledge of operating systems, hardware, and networking. This book leads you through the design and assembly of such a system, and shows you how...
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Open Government: Collaboration, Transparency, and Participation in PracticeO'Reilly, 2010

	
		In a world where web services can make real-time data accessible to anyone, how can the government leverage this openness to improve its operations and increase citizen participation and awareness? Through a collection of essays and case studies, leading visionaries and practitioners both inside and outside of government share their...
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Imaging of Soft Tissue TumorsSpringer, 2005

	This richly illustrated book provides a comprehensive survey of the growing role of medical imaging studies in the detection, staging, grading, tissue characterization, and post-treatment follow-up of soft tissue tumors. For each tumor group, imaging findings are correlated with clinical, epidemiologic, and histologic data. The relative...
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Quick Resume & Cover Letter Book: Write and Use an Effective Resume in Just One Day (Quick Resume and Cover Letter Book)JIST Works, 2011

	Americas leading job search and career guidance expert presents his definitive guide to resumes, offering well-researched and proven techniques; a friendly, easy-to-follow design; and rock-solid advice to create outstanding resumes and, more importantly, use them effectively. The very easy-to-use first section of the book shows how to create...
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Patterns in Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2006
Our fascination with new technologies is based on the assumption that more powerful automation will overcome human limitations and make our systems 'faster, better, cheaper,' resulting in simple, easy tasks for people. But how does new technology and more powerful automation change our work?  Research in Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) looks at...
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